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1iam is an Tokel utility token that is designed to be used for the purchase a One In A Million
NFT option on the One In A Million Globe using Tokel blockchain cutting edge technology.
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The total supply of 1iam has been xed at 1,000,000 tokens.

1. Introducing 1iam
The aim of the 1iam program allows users to purchase a spot on our unique
Globe and create a personalised NFT linked to that spot of which there will
only ever be 1 million.
This is a novel opportunity to create something unique and personal for a
special, person, place or location
.

2. 1iam Anatomy.
The 1iam token is a fungible cryptographic token that will exists on the Tokel smart chain . A fungible token is an asset that is interchangeable with tokens of the same type, so that one 1iam token
always has the same value and properties as any other single 1iam token. 1iam is the utility token
used to secure a spot on The One In A Million Globe and conversion of the unique created product
to a NFT. The 1iam token will be burnt once it is used to reserve a spot on the globe.

3. Token Economy
3.1 1iam Allocation
20% off are initially allocated to development of the globe. 5% for Legal 10% Marketing, 30%
Team 10% Founders and 25% will be set aside for rewards and mining all unused tokens go to the
team.

3.2 Token Creation
The 1iam token was minted in January on the Tokel Platform just 1 million 1iam tokens were minted
3.2 Token release 1st quarter of 2022,
• Seed Round, 10,000 tokens at $5 that’s a discount of $25 anyone can purchase tokens from the
Tokel Dex and the investment raised will be used to develop out the project. Note no liquidity
pool is created at this point.
• Round 1. 100,000 tokens at $8 that’s a discount of $22, we plan to run Crowdpooling event,
anyone can participate in the offering by staking their capital. Once the Crowdpooling ends, all
participants claim the tokens proportional to their shares of the pool. Any difference between the
amount participants staked and the actual cost of the tokens (i.e. initial price * the number of tokens actually received) is then refunded back to participants.

•Round 2. 110,000 tokens at
•$15 that’s a discount of $15 again we plan to use a Crowdpooling event,
how it works: anyone can participate in the offering by staking their capital. Once the Crowdpooling ends, all participants claim the tokens proportional to their shares of the pool. Any difference between the amount par-

ticipants staked and the actual cost of the tokens (i.e. initial price * the number of tokens actually
received) is then refunded back to participants.
• Round 3. 110,000 tokens at $30 again a Crowdpooling event, how it works: anyone can participate in the offering by staking their capital. Once the Crowdpooling ends, all participants claim
the tokens proportional to their shares of the pool. Any difference between the amount participants staked and the actual cost of the tokens (i.e. initial price * the number of tokens actually received) is then refunded back to participants.
• Auction, The remaining 20,000 tokens will be auctioned with a reserve of $100.

Discount Rates

4.

Liquidity Protection

There is also a liquidity protection period during crowdpoling events to prevent the project
the publics investment.
The bid-side liquidity is established by proceeds from Crowdpoling participants, and the
ask-side liquidity is established by tokens reserved for the pools from Crowdpoling.
This initial liquidity belongs to creator of this Crowdpoling campaign, but the creator cannot
remove this liquidity during the liquidity protection period.
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After the Crowdpooling phase ends, new public liquidity pools will be automatically set up
with the capital raised and the tokens reserved for ask-side liquidity from step 1 and trading becomes available. The starting market price is the initial offering price from step 1. At
this point, we also add a pre-deposit settlement mechanism, liquidity protection mechanism, and support for exible fee con guration.

Anyone is able to provide liquidity to these pools AMM-style, with the
added bene t of higher capital ef ciency thanks to PMM.
This resulting spot market follows the bonding curve method:
when a trader buys tokens, the token price goes up; when a
trade sells tokens, the token price goes down.

5. 1iam Community Overview
5.1 Social activity Development strategy
The 1iam Token platform is currently focused around an audience that uses English as the common
language, with plans to support additional languages as the project grows.
5.2 Current growth and distribution strategies of 1iam
! Partnering directly with well-known in uencers in the crypto world
! Partnering directly with Tokel Dex fo deployment
! Sell 1iam tokens to launch the platform
5.4 Community and social channels as of 1st September 2021
1iam Telegram Community 1iam Twitter 1iam discord
7.

1iam Roadmap.

1st quarter 2022
MVP Globe starts spinning. Minimum viable product launched allowing user to view the standard
NFT, token.
Seed Round sale February 2022.
Round 1 will take place 2 weeks after seed round.
Round 2 will take place 2 weeks after round 1.
Round 3 will take place 2 weeks after round 2.
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Auction will take place 2nd quarter of 2022.

1st quarter 2022
Reserve your geo-location on the . Allowing you to enter and reserve a geo-location with two options 1. create our standard NFT(Included in token purchase) or hold to add a custom NFT to your
reserved location.
2nd quarter 2022
3D globe . The Version 2, the 3D version of the Globe goes live allowing people to view all NFT”
created
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Once all tokens are sold a New master NFT will be commissioned to be auctioned to raise funds for
the communities next project. Holders of the tokens, NFT’s or reserved location on the globe will
be invited to vote on which projects to invest in and the pro ts from the investments will be shared
between them.

